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Watch the full movie Kyaa Kool Hain Hum 3, download the movie counter, new online movies in Hindi and others latest movies on Hungama.com. In 1978, an Indian director named Manipusity - Mr. Manipu, with his wife Shiva and a bunch of small children, got his own small film studio, which from the very beginning belonged to the Manipusya family. The movie illustrated an important period in the life of
the family, when a boy at the age of three became bored, he began to whine that "whether you want it or not, but go do your homework." Then Manipusi and his wife came up with a cunning idea: to avoid conflicts in the house, they removed all the toys there, but after that the children began to use them as a dumping ground for their toys, which they really liked. And this was forbidden, so they regularly gathered
in the kitchen of Manipusik with their father and, together with him, figured out how to solve this problem. And yes, the stories about Manipusik and Shiva are very interesting and funny. I can say with particular pleasure that I enjoyed watching films about Manipusik and Shiva online in good quality, and also added them to my list of favorites. For many years now, the filmography of the director Manipuisi has
included wonderful films "Am naga patakhi" ("Winter is the time to gather"), "Donadupadjam" ("I have been waiting for my daughter for many years"), "Kimpir" ("Sea of â€‹â€‹blood"), " Vaishnava Tales" ("Ghost Tale") and many other wonderful films. More recently, a beautiful picture appeared called "Amsayar" ("Lost"), which tells the story of a wealthy businessman Kim, who dreams of marrying his son to
his girlfriend. One day, when the young man wakes up, he discovers that he was left without a father. Naturally, Kim immediately begins to rush around the house, looking for traces of her missing father. In the end, he manages to find a man who lives in his own estate, where he explains to Kim the situation that has developed in the family. After that, Kim's man finally loses his head, and the whole family
plunges into dreams of reuniting with his son. What can I say? Anyone who loves Indian cinema and wants to learn new stories, I recommend watching this wonderful film, which is sure to bring a lot of emotions. This section is for you, our beloved film buffs, to complain directly about this movie
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